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REFRIGERATION

PROTECTING AND
ENHANCING THE VALUE
OF REFRIGERATED GOODS

Madrid’s El Corte Inglés Princesa: refrigeration systems and furnishings
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FROM REFRIGERATED CABINETS TO MONITORING TO CO2-POWERED SYSTEMS:
ARNEG’S GOAL IS TO CREATE SOLUTIONS WITH REAL BENEFITS TO END USERS.
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nnovation also means
having the courage to
dare and go down unknown paths, proposing
timely solutions in order
to interest the market and
end customers.
This is the basis of the philosophy at Arneg Group,
which for decades has succeeded in fashioning itself
into a leader in the world
of commercial refrigeration.
This is a sector which, at
present, driven by EU directives and increasing awareness of the need for energy
efficiency, has a profound
need for innovation. Ar-

neg Group responds to this
need by offering an extensive range of products capable of meeting the multiple refrigeration needs of
the retail sector.
If innovation is to be sus-

tainable from a market
standpoint it must naturally be capable of bringing
real benefits to end users.
This is perfectly clear in
the case of Air System,
one of Arneg’s latest solu-

tions, capable of delivering
a genuine revolution in one
of the most talked-about
segments in the world of
commercial refrigeration,
thanks to a new closing system for vertical cabinets.
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DIRECT INCIDENCE OF
REFRIGERATING SYSTEMS
ON A SUPERMARKET’S
TOTAL EMISSIONS
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(Refrigeration equipment and
refrigerant used in the cold chain)

DEFROSTING
NO PROBLEM
As far as refrigerator doors
are concerned, despite the
undoubted advantages in
terms of energy savings that
these are able to deliver, retailers can still be quite hesitant concerning the possible consequences for the
behavior of end consumers,
who might be “psychologically” restrained from purchasing by the presence of
barriers that get in the way
of products, limiting their
visibility and, to some extent, their accessibility.
Arneg has been doing its
part on this front since
2006, with a series of products conceived specifically
to reduce refrigerator energy consumption while
maintaining the same high

A New Air Distribution

New back panels with specific
perforation have been applied to
increase the temperature of coldest
products within temperature class limits
Source: Arneg

A dynamic air curtain acts as a
shield to protect the products
placed in front of the display in
order to eliminate temperature
fluctuations in warmest products

performance in terms of
temperature. With Air System, already installed in
some Italian and European
supermarkets in 2017, Arneg has succeeded in going
one step further, offering
an innovation capable of
attacking one of the main
problems of the traditional
refrigerated cabinet: defrosting. All refrigerators produce
frost that builds up on the
heat exchange coil and increasingly hinders the passage of air: a problem, given
that all refrigerated cabinets
in large supermarkets function by forced air.
Refrigeration systems must
thus be cyclically turned off
(defrosted) and then reactivated, in a constant on/off
alternation that’s detrimental both energetically and
economically.

Il Gigante: «“Perfect Refrigerated Cabinets” in Daverio
with Arneg Air System»
To achieve greater energy efficiency you need, among other things, the courage to take risks, choosing
technologies that are extremely innovative, maybe even practically never used before. Such was the winning move made by Il Gigante, which, for its 5,000-m² hypermarket inside a shopping center in Daverio (Varese), chose the brand-new technology of Arneg Air System: a unique air circulation system inside
the refrigerated cabinet, capable of optimizing energy efficiency. As the chain’s technical head Andrea
Brunu tells it, the Daverio store was inaugurated 20 years ago, but over the years has undergone profound changes aimed at greater efficiency, for example with the installation of LED lighting and pelletfueled ovens in place of electric ones.
All that was missing was an extremely efficient refrigeration system, and it’s no coincidence that Arneg
was chosen: «We have a twenty-year relationship with Arneg, it’s a very flexible company, and since
we’re always looking for new solutions and often have unique requests, this is an extremely important
aspect. Their technicians are capable of working side by side and designing the refrigeration system the
customer needs. Many of their competitors aren’t able to do so with the same flexibility, because they
tend to offer more standardized solutions. The choice of Arneg Air System was influenced by the evaporation temperatures, which significantly reduce consumption. Often there are system improvements
that actually worsen the quality of the product, but in this case the refrigerated cabinets are perfect,
with cutting-edge doors that are transparent even around the edges».
The collaboration between Il Gigante and Arneg is destined to continue in the future: the group has
already scheduled 5 other renovations and a new opening in 2018, which, as far as refrigeration is
concerned, will be largely entrusted to Arneg solutions.
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«

We have a
twenty-year
relationship
with Arneg, it’s
a very flexible
company

»

Andrea Brunu,
Technical Head of
Il Gigante
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REFRIGERATION
A MORE UNIFORM
TEMPERATURE
Thanks to Air System, Arneg
has succeeded in the difficult challenge of creating a
vertical, closed refrigeration
system (horizontal models
are still being studied) capable of consuming very little
energy and simultaneously

achieving evaporation at
near-zero or even slightly
negative temperatures, thus
avoiding the evaporator
brining.
This result was made possible by intervening on various features: for example,
Arneg increased door insulation coefficients by adopting special coatings, and

The Impact of a Supermarket Energy
Management Strategy
Type of Intervention
Investment
Renewal (end of life cycle)

Energy Savings
>50%

Low cost
Retrofitting

10-40%

Near-Zero Costs (best practice)

5-10%

Source: Schneider Electric

Aspiag in Noale: the fish counter

improved the interaction between the vents and the evaporator coil. But the feature
that was the main focus of improvement was the uniformity of temperature within the
rerefrigerated cabinet: in traditional systems, in fact, the
temperature of the various

items tends to diverge with
some particularly cold points,
well below the 4° C that is universally considered optimal
for food preservation.
With Air System the difference between the coldest
and warmest points of the
refrigerator can be kept to
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Aspiag: «The Store’s Consumption Divided by Area»
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It’s difficult, if not almost impossible, to be energy efficient if you don’t know your consumption. Fortunately, modern monitoring solutions have long made it possible to map in real time the energy needs of retail
outlets, guaranteeing significant savings. This is confirmed by the experience of Aspiag Service, licensee
of the Despar, Eurospar and Interspar brand for the Northeast of Italy, which in June 2015 carried out
a thorough intervention to increase efficiency at the Eurospar in Noale (Province of Venice), in collaboration with Arneg.In addition to the usual delivery of the refrigeration system and the supply of the cabinet
setup, the core of the project, as Aspiag Service’s Director of Contracts Massimo Salviato recounts, concerned the implementation of a system of building automation. In substance this system supervises all the
monitoring solutions already installed in the store, but which were conceived to manage maintenance
and emergencies, rather than foster efficiency. «In this store there are already control systems for HVAC,
lighting, and refrigeration, the last of which Arneg itself supplied. The new building automation solution
takes the data from these 3 control systems and brings them together in a single processing center. This
way, through a simple web portal, we can view the store’s consumption divided into its various areas
(refrigerated cabinets, refrigeration cells, etc.), and can even control it remotely, modifying its settings.
Arneg’s great leap forward was to create something simple and effective from the standpoint of both systems interaction and visualization, so we can control everything we need to». More precisely, Aspiag
expects to obtain consistent savings on their energy bills, with a 10-15% reduction in refrigeration consumption, which account for 45% of the energy needs of the entire store.
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«Something

simple and
effective from
the standpoint
of systems
interaction

»

Massimo Salviato,
Director of Contracts
at Aspiag Service
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As far as monitoring is concerned, one of the feathers
in Arneg’s cap is certainly
its ultra-modern continuous
control center, in which over
forty people are constantly working on the IRIS and

IRIS ENERGY systems for
the reduction and control
of glitches and energy waste
in refrigeration systems like
display cases and refrigerated cabinets, as well as for
refrigerated cells and commercial refrigeration systems. For those unaware,
IRIS and IRIS ENERGY rep-

Madrid’s El Corte Inglés Chooses Arneg’s CO2 Systems
The need for greater energy efficiency and sensitivity to environmental issues certainly isn’t the sole
They chose to go
prerogative of Italy or Italian retailers. Such is demonstrated by the case of one of the European
with a transcritical
retail sector’s most famous names, the Spanish chain El Corte Inglés, which in order to optimize
CO₂ refrigeration
the functioning of one of its flagship stores, Madrid’s El Corte Inglés Princesa, decided to go with
system with obvious
solutions from a refrigeration specialist, the Italian group Arneg.
advantages
A partnership which, as project manager Daniel Fernandez Delgado tells us, arose first and
in terms of energy
foremost from a need to dispose of refrigeration systems and furnishings that function according
savings and
to the technical and commercial trends that end customers now demand as standard. Meaning
sustainability
they need to be founded on environmental sustainability, a theme that’s particularly close to the
heart of the Iberian chain, which for years has been investing time and resources in developing
principles of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). As far as the specific case of the Madrid store is concerned, before Arneg’s
intervention, the original refrigeration system had high energy consumption and a high R-404 charge, meaning the “famous”
HFCs, increasingly opposed by national and EU legislation.
That’s why El Corte Inglés decided to begin a new chapter and choose a transcritical CO2 refrigeration system, installed just a
few months ago, with obvious advantages from the standpoint of reduced energy requirements and environmental sustainability.
The project has worked like a charm, confirming the consolidated partnership between Arneg and El Corte Inglés. Indeed, the
Spanish retailer is already planning to use the Italian company’s technologies for its future refrigeration needs as well.
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REFRIGERATION

With these solutions Arneg
technicians can organize
and share with customers
the technical maintenance
of commercial refrigeration
systems, but also perform
energy consumption analyses to plan effective energy
saving strategies that are

Aspiag Rovigo: Fruitful Integration
between Arneg and Eliwell
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Vendors from different but contiguous sectors can
collaborate to the benefit of the end customer: this is
demonstrated by the case of the Aspiag supermarket
in Rovigo, refurbished in late 2017, which saw the
fruitful collaboration between Arneg and Eliwell (part of
Schneider Electric). The former supplied the refrigerated
cabinets and power stations, managed by the cutting-edge
electronic control systems developed by the latter.
In this specific case there are roughly eighty refrigeration
units equipped with a single controller model, the RTX 600
DOMINO, which guarantees the system’s ease of use for
the customer. Given that the Arneg supervisor is totally
integratable with Schneider/Eliwell’s BEMS solutions,
it’s possible to monitor both energy and refrigeration data
on a single platform.
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Energy Consumption of a Supermarket
before and after Renovation Using
Advanced Technologies
(in kWh/m2/y)

CO2 SYSTEMS
FOR EVERY NEED

kWh/year/sq.meter

resent Arneg’s web management systems, created for a
retail outlet’s specific support
needs via remote-control BEMS
(Building Energy Management
System), which allow end customers complete, real-time
control of the entire management of their store, and help
them identify not only problems but also areas of standout
performance.
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personalizable according to
the size and unique qualities
of the store. This attention
also has consequences on the
refrigerant used in Arneg’s refrigeration devices: the choice
was made to spread the values of sustainability in retail,
using the applications of CO₂,
with multiple catalogue solu-

Aspiag in Noale: the store’s frozen food department
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tions capable of creating real
innovation. For example the
BPC Subcritical CO₂ Cascade
Refrigeration System is a
low-temperature system, ideal
for small- and medium-sized
stores. The HCP Transcritical
CO₂ Refrigeration Unit, on
the other hand, is compact
and suitable for outdoor installations, and equipped with
an air-powered gas cooler and
on-board electric panel. For
medium-sized stores there’s
the MPC Subcritical CO₂ Cascade Refrigeration System,
designed to guarantee less
bulkiness and greater savings.
Medium-to-large stores, on
the other hand, can opt for
the Booster Transcritical CO₂
Refrigeration System, a MTLT integrated system.
The alternative is represented by the HPM Subcritical
CO₂ High-Power Multi-System, conceived to guarantee
high efficiency, limited bulkiness, low noise level, low cost
and reduces expenses for running and maintenance.
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